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Dear Calligraphers,
Summer is winding down and we have some "neat stuff"
planned for the next six months. Our fall workshop is
in September this year. We will welcome Holly Monroe
who will present "Fantastic Flourishing" at Harris-Stowe
State University on the 14th and 15th. The lecture will
be at my house on Friday the 12th. Details on pages 10
& 11.
In October we will tour the East Building of the St. Louis
Art Museum. We must have at least 15 people for the
docent-led tour on Saturday the 12th at 10 am.
November's event is a "paste paper" party. If you've
never made any paste paper this is your opportunity...
and it's free. Saturday, November 9th is the date. Two
sheets of Arches text wove will be provided. Bring extra
paper if you want to create more. We will need an RSVP
so we know how many supplies to provide. See calendar
for details.
Our Holiday Party is on December 7 at the home of
Kathy Orf. Bring something edible to share and a gift to
exchange. See calendar for details.
In February, White House calligrapher Pat Blair will present a copperplate workshop.
As most of you know we are losing our "founding force,"
Patricia Dresler. She and her husband, Rin are re-locating
to Portland, Oregon where her daughter, Saskia lives.
We will miss you Patricia. May the best of everything be
yours. We also say good bye to another former board
member and involved calligrapher and our website
manager, Charles Mullen who has moved to NYC. Good
luck in the Big Apple Charles.

Cover art by
Joanne Kluba
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Oh, did I mention "website?" We need somebody to
manage it...so if you can help, contact me at zennersj@
hotmail.com.
Hope to see you all at one of our events
Susan Zenner
p.s. Dues are due!

September 13, 2013, Lecture by Holly Monroe titled
Fantastic Flourishing on Friday at 7:30. This will also be
the topic of the weekend’s workshop. Lecture will be
held at Susan Zenner’s house at 37 Frontenac Estates,
63131
September14-15, 2013, Workshop with Holly Monroe on
“Fantastic Flourishing”, Sat and Sun from 9am-4pm at
Harris-Stowe State Univsersity at 3026 Laclede Ave
63106. Cost is $110 for members, $135 for non-members. See pages 10 & 11 for details .
October 12, 2013, Art Museum Tour, Saturday at 10am.
We will take a tour of the new East Building of the St.
Louis Art Museum. We must have at least 15 people for
the docent-led tour, so let Susan Zenner know if you
plan to attend.
November 9, 2013, Paste Paper mini-workshop on Saturday from 10-12 at Faith-Des Peres Presbyterian Church,
11155 Clayton Road, 63131. Two sheets of Arches text
wove paper will be provided as well as some acrylic
colors, tools, water containers, sponges and paste. Bring
tools, colors you want to try, containers to mix paste
in, an apron, and extra paper if you think you will use
it. PLEASE RSVP to lesliecee@sbcglobal.net by Tuesday,
November 5 so we can have the paper ready.

August
17 Patricia Dresler
23 Judy Mohler
31 Denise Gerstung
September
22 Tracey Cady
October
30 Nancy Moreton
16 Cathy Cummings
23 Laura Gonsalves
December
9 Melissa Barfield
17 Carolyn Goss
25 Cathy Knights
January
9 Marietta Schwalbe
13 Flo Reichert
20 Judy Newell
25 Jennifer Jeffrey
February
1 Jane Vonder Haar
10 Barb Winnerman
19 Mary Nienhaus
March
15 Nancy Grable

December 7, 2013 Holiday Party, Saturday at 6:30pm
at Kathy Orf's home at 6523 Delor, 63109 Bring food
to share (sweet or savory) and a wrapped ($10) calligraphy related gift to exchange (optional). Rsvp to Kathy
(and let her know the dish you will bring) at knocallig@
sbcglobal.net
February 8-9, 2014 Copperplate workshop and lecture on
copperplate script led by Pat Blair, the White House
calligrapher.
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DUES
ARE DUE
Our 2013 -2014
year will begin
Sept. 1,2013,
please send your
$25 check, payable to St. Louis
Calligraphy Guild,
to Barb Reed,
5733 Lindenwood,
St. Louis, MO
63109.
We thank you.
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Handmade Books for Calligraphers

Joanne Kluba is an accomplished book artist who owns
Paper Birds studio in St. Louis, and she is also a member
of the St. Louis Calligraphy Guild. We enjoy seeing her
work on a regular basis, so I was excited to have the
opportunity to learn some bookmaking techniques from
her at the Handmade Books for Calligraphers workshop
in March.
The first day was full of information and tips. We learned
how to determine the grain of paper and how to fold
with or against it. Grain is determined on the paper side
with least resistance to fold, think of draping it over a table. One folded sheet is a folio. Four folios put together
are called a signature. Parallel folds are sheets folded in
half, then half again. Joanne recommends always to make
a dummy book before working with good paper.
Good idea!
Accordion and maze fold books were demonstrated and
attempted. We made a simple, but lovely, non-adhesive
accordion book that has become a favorite of mine. Another simple to make book is the tuck-in pamphlet that
can be dressed up with special paper.
Then we glued bookcloth and paste paper to binders
board in preparation for the next day. Bookcloth is a
fabric that is paper lined for gluing – for bookmakers, it is
preferable to other fabrics. Binders board is compressed
cardboard that is less porous than mat board, so good
for gluing. Joanne recommends using PVA glue.
Before creating a book, it is important to work through
the design process for book layout. Once text is selected, one needs to determine the content flow, along
with proportion/scale of the book itself, as well as page
design, lettering/calligraphy, paper, color, texture. Joanne
provided handouts with sample page/book layouts and
page spread design.
Joanne, then, discussed the parts of books and the books
that we would make on the second day. We made a
Long-Stitch Book with cover weight paper backed with

paste paper. The ends were folded in to give it weight
and, if preferred, we could make a decorative cut on
one side to show the backing paste paper. Seven signatures were stitched inside. We chose waxed threads in
complimentary colors for the covers. Everyone’s book
was different!
Our final book was a Coptic Bound
book with hard covers. This process involved punching holes in the
bookcloth-covered binders board that
we had prepared the day before. We
also glued paste paper on the ends of
the signatures, as these would show
on the exposed spine. This book also included seven
signatures. Then, the complicated loop stitching was
done through the signatures and the hard covers, but
the final product revealed a chain-link type of stitch on
the spine.
It was a great class, Joanne was hands-on and patient
with all the attendees as we, sometimes, struggled with
the stitching techniques. I’m looking forward to trying
these books again, on my own!
Submitted by: Nancy Grable

LETTER ARTS REVIEW ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
To celebrate and showcase the finest calligraphy worldwide, and to recognize craftsmanship and creative excellence in the letter arts, you are invited to participate
in Review 2013.
This is a call for traditional and nontraditional lettering,
calligraphy, type design, letter carving, graphic design,
book art and fine art which employs hand lettering
or calligraphic marks as a major element. Works created since January 1, 2011, are eligible (except those
previously published in Letter Arts Review). All works
selected will be published in Review 2013.
Summary of info:
Send photos or digital prints--only print outs will be
judged. no e-mail entries
Entry fee $15 for single entry, $10 ea for four or more
by single artist, submitted together
Deadline: August 23, 2013, notified in November
For more information, and entry form, go to:
www.johnnealbooks.com
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This year the
Springfield,TN
Farmers' Market
expanded to include
locally handcrafted.
A stone carver and
I, plus a couple of
crafty women, bring
our work for sale on
Saturday mornings
(below).
Carol Savage

Carol Nichols’
preliminary study
of three Gospel
writers for her
upcomong
manuscript
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THE WORD IS
GETTING OUT

M E M B E R

Did you know there is an inkjet friendly printer paper
made of papyrus? It is made in a small town in Italy. It
was provided to me for an award project. Sumi ink
was well received on the slightly rough surface. I enhanced names and titles with my favorite acrylic paint
pen brand, DecoColor. Then added
colorful touches
with the incredible fine-tip Slicci
pens. These come
in several tip sizes,
small enough to do
every detail you can
imagine.
Carol Savage

The 2013 Graceful Envelope Contest's Best in Show
award, adult division, went to Saint Louis Calligraphy
Guild member Cheryl Tefft. There were also eight
winners from St. Louis in the student categories--three
in grades 5-8, and five in grades 1-4--partially thanks to
Jane Vonder Haar, who has been donating her time and
energy for many years to help students prepare their
entries for the contest. The Graceful Envelope Contest
is a national competition which has been held annually
since 1995, and is co-sponsored by the Washington
(DC) Calligraphers Guild and the National Association
of Letter Carriers. Entries are limited to one per person each year, and are judged on artistic hand lettering,
creative interpretation of the theme (this year's theme
was "A World of Change"), and effective use of color
and design, including incorporation of postage stamp(s).
For more information and to see all the winning entries
from this and previous years, go to http://www.calligraphersguild.org/envwinners2013.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------------From member Carol Nichols:
As a calligrapher and watercolor artist, over the years, I
have developed a love affair with early Christian writings. I am drawn to illustrating these lost and discarded
alternate gospels with the same care and sense of artistic and spiritual value as the standard texts have seen
(the four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) .
In 2006, with the help of Dr. Marvin Meyer of Chapman University, I created a manuscript of the Gospel of
Thomas (www.letterata.com ). Dr. Meyer studied, in
depth, the three marginalized gospels of Judas, Mary
Magdelene and Thomas, and now, given permission by

Dr. Meyer’s widow and his publisher, I set out to write
all three gospels in a similar manner to that of Thomas’
calligraphic work I completed earlier.
To take these Gospels and present them artistically and
calligraphically in one volume is a labor of love for me.
I look forward to the challenge both in art skill needed
and in the depth of understanding I must try to express.
The intended outcome is a copy of the finished triptych
manuscript as an ebook. I hope that Dr. Meyer would
be proud of what I will try to do in his honor. In some
ways, I feel as if he is still helping and guiding me in my
efforts. ("The Gospels of the Marginalized" copyright
2011 by Dr. Marvin Meyer, Wipf and Stock Publishers).

Barb Reed did a
Calligraphy demo
at the Daniel Boone
Branch library in Ellisville in late April.
13 very interested
folks showed up
for the hands-on
demonstration.
She has been asked
to do another for
the Grand Glaize
Branch library in
Manchester. This
will be on November 19. Hopefully
this will generate
more interest in
Calligraphy as well
as attract some new
Guild members.

THE ONGOING
SAGA OF IRIS INK.
Due to the rainy
spring we had this
year, the purple
bearded iris crop was
not very plentiful, so
I made no new attempt at making ink
this year. However,
I was finally able to
find some clove oil at
GNC (which was in
the recipe book for
walnut ink), so I plan
to try making iris ink
again next year and
will add the clove oil.
Wish me luck.
Barb Reed
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A Visit to the
newly renovated
St. Louis Public
Library
May 18, 10 am
submitted by
Joanne Kluba
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Members of the St. Louis Calligraphy Guild met on the
granite steps of the St. Louis Public Library and were
greeted by library docent, Anne Leners. Her knowledge of the history and the renovation of the building
was phenomenal. Guild members entered the Marble
Grand Hall on Pine Street. The original library was
completed in 1911 with a gift from Andrew Carnegie.
Cass Gilbert, who also designed buildings for the 1904
World’s Fair, (the Palace of Fine Arts) designed the
building: The library is inspired by Italian Renaissance
Palaces. After a $55 million renovation, the library
reopened on December 12, 2012.
The tour began in the Special Collections, rare
book department with Renee Jones. We were
shown a few specially bound books. One of the
books was an exquisitely tooled book of poetry,
“Sonnets from the Portuguese,” by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning. Then she showed us a collection of hand written manuscripts on vellum
pages and fine printings of pages from historical
books. This is a must return for calligraphers.
We spent some time in the Carnegie Room,
which has the only surviving skylight. At present
there is an exhibit of photography, books, print
materials, journals and other memorabilia from
late 19th and early 20th century tornados that
all but destroyed a large portion of Saint Louis.
Up and down the Great Stairway leading from
the first and second floors of the library are two
magnificent stained glass windows. The east window represents Arts and Literature (Artes and
Letterae) and the west window represents Poetry and Music (Musica Poesis). (Black and white
photos shown here do not catch the beauty, you
must see for yourself).
Back at the Pine Street entrance we spent most
of the time with our eyes on the ceiling. Here
are portraits of historical characters, Saint Louis,
Gutenberg, De Soto and Minutias Aldus, the
creator of Italic writing.
Some other great features to look for:
The new LED lights that brighten every bookshelf.
The grillwork, patterns repeated from architectural
elements, such as Fleur de Lis, from light fixtures,
and the Quatre Foil from an exterior gate.
Large shades that retract in the rooms to control
sunlight.
So there is a lot to see, lots to read, lots to inspire
when you visit the library. You will not be disappointed.

GUILD MEMBERS TEACHING LOCALLY
Leslie Barnes will teach Mastering Calligraphy-studying Chancery Cursive (Italic) at Meramec
Police Building on Mondays beginning Sept. 16 from
7-9:30 pm for 8 weeks. While the class primarily
studies Chancery Cursive, you may study other
hands. Sign up at 984-7777 or at stlcc.edu. Questions--contact Leslie @ lesliecee@sbcglobal.net

There are several
interesting
calligraphic movies
on YouTube under
"Denis Brown
Calligrapher" or
Quillskills
Check out "the
calligraphers
kitchen"

Barb Reed will again be teaching Beginning Italic calligraphy at Nottingham Community Education Center,
(near Ted Drewes). Learn the art of beautiful writing -capital and minuscule letters, numbers, & spacing.
8 Monday nights from 7 - 9 beginning Sept. 16, fee $60.
www.slps.org/Page/11390 or call (314) 353-1034.
$19 supply fee, payable to Barb at first class. Bring any
lined paper, pen or pencil, and a ruler to the first class.
Questions: Barb Reed at reedkobergia@sbcglobal.net
Cheryl Tefft teaches beginner and continuing
classes covering uncial and italic lettering styles through
Parkway School District's continuing ed. Next session
begins in September, get info at: http://www.parkwayschools.net/pages/ParkwayC2/Programs_Depts/
Programs__G_/Community_Education or call 314-4158174. The next session after that will begin in January.
Cheryl also does tutoring in calligraphy for individuals
or small groups, and gives introductory presentations
on calligraphy for libraries and other venues or groups.
Cheryl Tefft will also be teaching a class in beginning
copperplate this fall; the only prerequisite is being
reasonably comfortable using dip pens (either broad
edge or pointed pen). For further information or to
be notified when the details for this class have been
finalized, contact Cheryl at calligraphics@yahoo.com, or
636-441-7225.
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Fantastic Flourishes and the Italic Alphabet
September 14-15, 2013, 9 to 4
CLASS DESCRIPTION:

When looking through my ‘calligraphy glasses’ the italic
alphabet has always grabbed my attention and I have
been drawn into the graceful and often playful flourishes that calligraphers love to enhance it with. In this
workshop, I will share with you what I’ve learned over
the past 37 years about the proper construction of the
italic letterforms and how to make them
dance on the page with flourishes. We will
break down the construction of flourishes
and learn to put them together with various strokes of the broad edged pen and
color. Where and when to use them will
also be discussed, as well as how to add
unique decorations to the flourish.
Your final project? Flourishing in the round
- a circular design, of your chosen words,
with FANTASTIC FLOURISHES woven
around its circumference using fabulous fine
art tools and materials. Come join us for
two creative days of fun!
I love to dance and best of all I love to dance on paper! –
Holly V. Monroe

SUPPLIES:
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Grid paper and/or Tracing Paper
Rolling ruler or 12” or 18” C-Thru Ruler
Ink– black plus any Gouache or water color (tube)
– Ivory black, 3 color(s) of your choice.
Suggestions: Ultramarine Blue, Sap Green,
Winsor Violet, Rose Madder, Yellow Ochre,
Cadmium Yellow, Venetian Red, Burnt Sienna, etc.
Use what you have! METALLIC gouache also
Palette with wells to mix your gouache or watercolor
Double-ended wooden penholders (Qty: 1-5)
Mitchell Pens(sizes #0, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6) we will
mainly use the three nibs in blue, but having all sizes is
helpful. 4,5,6 will give you fine flourishes

Chiseled Calligraphy marker –size 3.0 mm, 2.5mm,
2.0mm - great for practice. Any brand/color(s). This will
be particularly useful for beginners and for the flourishing practice. Bring what you have.
Drawing Pencil (I like HB lead)
Eraser– Mars Staedtler & a kneaded eraser
Saral Paper -to transfer flourishes
Paint rag- or paper towels
Water Container
Small Water Bottle
Artist tape
Portable drawing board
Fine Art Paper –1 or 2 sheets you have.
Short quotations
We can share if you forget something.
Class emphasis:
I will be teaching the beautiful italic lettering
style and how to create fantastic flourishes
to enhance it! If the group is experienced with italic I
will briefly go over common errors people make and
how to improve your basic letterforms. The flourishing
principles that I’ll be teaching will encourage creative
thinking - some time will be needed to perfect this. This
will be ‘the main thing’. Our final project will be to work
through flourishes in a complete circle.
Questions about the supply list?
Holly Monroe
513-207-2737 or Letters@HollyMonroe.com

Workshop Registration:
Name_______________________________________
Address_____________________________________
City__________________State____ Zip___________
Phone(with area code)_________________________
e-mail______________________________________
___member $110

_____non-member $135

Make checks payable to St. Louis Calligraphy Guild & mail
to: Leslie Barnes 1123 Folger Ave. St. Louis, MO 63122

Thank you to all who
provided help, photos,
or articles for this
newsletter:
Susan Zenner,
Barb Reed,
Leslie Barnes,
Joanne Kluba,
Nancy Grable,
Carol Savage,
Carol Nichols,
Cheryl Tefft
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